Her baby’s first smile...first steps...first words...first birthday...first day of kindergarten...first day of college...

Since abortion clinics have the financial resources to market themselves as the leaders in women’s reproductive health
care, a woman facing an unexpected pregnancy is very likely to find an abortion clinic; if her first visit is to an
abortion clinic, the likelihood of her walking out of that clinic still pregnant is nearly non-existent.
HOWEVER if her first visit is to one of our centers, 60% of the time her next visit will be to a physician for
pre-natal care.
Due to the financial support of our partners over this past year, we provided nearly 300 first visits to pregnant
women at risk for abortion, resulting in 172 babies born or due soon! We estimate that the cost of providing a
pregnant woman with a free medical appointment including a lab-quality pregnancy test, ultrasound, and a medical
professional consultation to be $710. Her visit also includes an opportunity to discuss her unique situation with an
advocate and to hear the gospel message. A sample invoice is below - every patient receives an invoice showing all services are
made possible because of our generous supporters.

“You guys definitely
made me feel like I had
a safe place and people
that I could trust. I feel
like it’s a second
family…It helped me
feel better about the
pregnancy.” Ashley
Go to our website to
watch Ashley and others
share their stories on
video. You can also read
our blog posts and stay
up-to-date with us!
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Over 12,000
abortions in
Massachusetts
occur before 8
weeks of
pregnancy.
Too often women
are making a
decision out of
fear and before
they even have
time to process
their situation.
A first visit
provides a
woman with
crucial
information that
allows her to
make an educated
and informed
decision.
Together we can
continue to help
women choose
LIFE.

